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1. **introduction: the risk of poverty in old-age**

Many of us associate old-age and retirement with vulnerability, both physical and economical. Even though the position of the group of elderly as a whole has improved considerably and is now no less than that of younger cohorts\(^2\), poverty among elderly remains an issue worth of analyzing, also since they have fewer possibilities to recover from a drop in income, for example by changing their labour market behaviour (Hurd, 1990, Cherchye et al., 2008).

This paper hopes to give cursory evidence on the poverty position of the elderly, while discussing some recent research. We start off with Figure 1 that is based on subsequent waves of the EU-SILC dataset.

**Figure 1: the risk of poverty of the elderly**
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\(^2\) In fact, Sierminska et al. (2007, 1) mention that most resource transfers between generations nowadays go from elders to children, and not vice versa.
The conclusion from Figure 1 is that old-age seems to be associated with a higher risk of poverty, especially in Spain, Belgium and the UK. The Netherlands and Italy seem the most notable exceptions to this rule. See Dekkers and Debels (2007), Zaidi (2006), and SPC (2006, 15) for a discussion.

Jamet (2007) discusses the situation of the elderly in France. She writes that “with the introduction of a minimum pension benefit for pensioners, and rising pension values, poverty has been sharply reduced among pensioners: using the 50% of median income threshold, the poverty rate for pensioners was over 20% in 1970 and under 5% in 2002” (ONPES (2006); in Jamet (2007, 10)). In an influential paper, Kangas and Palme (2000) conclude that the extension and maturisation of pension systems has resulted in a strong decrease of income poverty among the elderly, and that poverty among the elderly in continental-European and Scandinavian countries as well as in Canada, is no longer significantly higher compared to the younger population. Only in the UK and US does an important difference in poverty risk remain.

If the position of the elderly indeed improved, then this was not because the elderly received a larger share of social expenditures. Börsch-Supan (2007) concludes that social expenditures increased gradually from 1995 on, after a relative retrenchment in the first half in the 1990’s. However, the share of social expenditures dedicated to the elderly remained surprisingly constant. The conclusion therefore is that the improved position of the elderly, in terms of poverty, was due to more targeting, and higher incomes (other than social security pensions) for the elderly.

This paper will start by considering this relation to old-age and (income) poverty in more detail. Next, we will look beyond the purely financial approach to poverty and consider the circumstances of the elderly in terms of ‘social exclusion’ or multidimensional poverty. Finally, the differential impact of health and wealth will be discussed.
2. A closer look at the relation between the risk of poverty and old-age

Poverty is about a lack of welfare. This welfare is difficult to define, much less to measure directly. So, social scientists often opt for an indirect measure, where poverty is based on the confrontation of the household income \( x \), corrected for differences in size and composition of the household, with a poverty line \( z \). If \( x \leq z \), then the individuals in this household are considered to be poor. This proportion of poor is also denoted as reflecting the ‘risk of poverty’, the ‘incidence of poverty’ or the ‘at risk of poverty rate’ in the population. The higher risk of poverty of those that receive pensions can easily be explained by the fact that one common poverty line has been used. If the average level of pensions is below that of earnings, then this ceteris paribus results in a higher poverty risk for those having only a pension benefit. The ceteris paribus clause, however, is important here, because a lower inequality of pensions relative to earnings can cause the poverty risk of elderly to be lower relative to that of the active population.

The conclusion that the risk of poverty is higher for pensioners than for the active population is far from undisputed, and we discuss two reasons why this picture needs refinement. Next, we will broaden the concept of poverty, first to multidimensional poverty and related concepts. After that, we will briefly take health, and wealth into account.

2.1. Different datasets our sets of countries, different conclusions

Basing the assessment of poverty on different datasets and statistical approaches may result in different conclusions. Hallberg (2006, Figure 2, 13) uses data from the SHARE (Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe), collected in 2003, to compare the poverty risks of the +65 with that of the aged between 50 and 64. This difference in reference group of course hampers comparison, but it is still interesting to make a comparison. He does not include the UK and Belgium, so comparison is not possible for these countries. He confirms the above results for Italy and the Netherlands, but not for
other countries. He concludes that there is no important difference between the poverty
risks of the young and elderly in France, and that elderly in Germany have a lower
poverty risk.

A second example of that different datasets may result in different conclusions, is the
study by Dang et al (2006, Table 3, 18). They use various national datasets (such as the
Budget de Famille for France) to derive poverty rates for various countries, including
Germany, France, Italy and the UK. Save in France, poverty among individuals aged 65
and older is considerably higher than among the population as a whole. Only in France is
the difference negligible, and this is in line with the conclusion by Hallberg and therefore
in opposition to the conclusions based on the SILC (SCP, ScVV) in Figure 1.

The first two examples showed that another dataset may result in different conclusions.
The following discussion of is to show that limiting the analysis to the EU15 could lead
to the wrong conclusion that the elderly always face a higher poverty risk. Zaidi (2006)
uses the EU’s CRONOS database to compare the risk of poverty between the young
(aged between 16 and 64) and those of 65 and older.

In the left pane of Figure 2, the poverty risk of elderly is higher in all countries, save
Luxembourg and the Netherlands, where the situation is the reverse, and in Italy, where
the poverty risks are roughly equal. So if one would only consider the EU15 in isolation,
one would erroneously conclude that the elderly generally face a higher poverty risk than
the active population\(^3\). But the picture clearly changes when the new member states are
included. In 14 of 25 countries of the EU25, the elderly face a higher poverty risk than
the active population. This includes countries with a low overall poverty rate and high
social protection such as Finland, Denmark and Sweden.

\(^3\) The conclusions on the relative risk of poverty of the elderly are in all cases the same as those
from Figure 1. However, the conclusions of Hallberg (2006, Figure 2, 13) do not. They have 8 countries in
common. Of these, they reach an opposite conclusion in 5 cases (SE, FR, AT, DE, ES).
The difference is especially large in Ireland, Slovenia and Cyprus; here, the elderly are more than twice as high at risk of poverty as the population aged 16-64. In Belgium, the elderly are 1.6 times more likely to be in poverty than the active population. In France, this ratio is 1.2.

2.2. *How important is old-age in explaining differences in poverty rates?*

A second reason why the above picture needs refinement is that the selection of groups may be misleading. Indeed, by calculating poverty rates for different groups (older and younger than 65, in this case) one makes the a priori assumption that this difference—if found—is attributable to the discerning characteristic, in this case being older than a chosen pivotal age (65) or not, or being in retirement or not. A more sensitive statistical analysis is required to test this assumption. Figure 3 shows the risk of older people from the same data source as Figure 1, albeit for a different year, and for men and women separately.
Figure 3: risk of poverty of the elderly – to gender


Figure 1 shows that the difference between the active population and the 65+ is limited in France. However, Figure 3 suggests that this difference does exist, but only for women. Likewise, Figure 1 shows that the poverty risk of elderly is lower than for the active population in Germany (though the difference is small). Figure 3 shows that this is only so for men; the risk of poverty for elderly women is higher compared to the active women. On the whole, Figure 3 shows that the higher poverty risk of the elderly found in Figure 1 is more attributable to the high risk of poverty for elderly women, compared to men. Zaidi (2006, Figure 2a, 7) confirms this by concluding that the poverty risk for female elderly is clearly higher for most countries, more so in the EU 15 (21%) than in the new member states (10%). Dekkers and Debels (2007) go even further, and argue that the difference between men and women in terms of their poverty risk may be the real problem, at least in Belgium, and more important than the difference between age categories. This stands in opposition to the conclusions drawn from Figure 1 for Belgium.
The SPC (2006, 15) highlights several possible reasons for the higher poverty risk of the elderly. First of all, due to progressive extension of coverage of pension schemes, older cohorts have often accrued lower pension entitlements. Secondly, pension entitlements are typically not fully linked to the development of earnings, so that pensions progressively lag behind. This effect is obviously more important for older pensioners, as they ceteris paribus retired longer ago. Third, labour market participation has traditionally been lower among women, resulting in lower pension benefits. These reasons of course do not explain nor argue why the poverty rate of elderly as a whole should be higher compared to the active population, but suggests that the real vulnerable categories of elderly are the oldest pensioners and (single) women.

We thus have reason to believe that not the elderly as a whole, but some specific groups of elderly may face the highest poverty risks. Indeed, various studies show that controlling for other factors –such as gender- decreases the difference between the retired and active population in terms of their poverty risk. Let us discuss two examples of studies where the risk of poverty is regressed upon various explanatory variables, including age.

Hallberg (2006) uses a multivariate logit analysis to explain differences in the probability of being observed in poverty. Explanatory variables include demographic factors (gender, single status, ..), health, education, labour market factors (current situation, and characteristics of the last job, …). This analysis concludes that, once controlling for these variables, there is no longer a consensus that retired have a relatively higher risk of poverty (op. cit, Table 5, p. 17). In fact, the results are sometimes counterintuitive. In Sweden, being in retirement increases the probability of being observed in poverty, while the poverty risk of the elderly is lower than that of employed in Austria and Spain. In all other countries under consideration (including Germany, the Netherlands, Italy and France), the difference is not statistically significant⁴. His study also makes a difference

---

⁴ An obvious question is what characteristics then explain differences in poverty in this study. Those currently unemployed, self-employed or homemakers have in most countries a higher risk of poverty. Furthermore, those that have higher educational attainment levels have a lower risk of poverty.
in the age-groups of elderly (55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-79, 80+). He finds that less risk of poverty can be found among the relative old in some countries (Greece, Germany, and Switzerland), but that there is no significant relationship in most countries.

Dekkers (2004) applies a dynamic (hazard-rate) model of falling into financial poverty given that one was not in poverty previously. This model is estimated for seven countries, using the ECHP dataset. He finds a small but significant negative effect of age on the probability of falling into financial poverty. This again suggests that the elderly have less risk of poverty, in line with Hallberg’s analysis. This effect again is considerably smaller than other explanatory variables (including gender, relation to the labour market, level of education, and EU citizenship).

The two cited papers suggest that, on the whole, when poverty is regressed on multiple explanatory variables, the elderly have a lower risk of poverty. Finally, and before turning to more direct measures of poverty among the elderly, two additional comments that call for caution when drawing conclusions on Figure 1 will be made in the next section.

2.3. How is poverty measured anyway?

The first comment is the above comparisons of the poverty risk of the elderly with the non-elderly are based on a national poverty line \( z \). This makes a meaningful within-country comparison possible. However, the comparison of between-country poverty risks is somewhat sketchy. This can be illustrated by an example. In August 2006, the US Census Bureau announced that about 12.5 percent of US citizens lived in poverty in 2004. The official poverty rate in Belgium for the previous year 2005 was higher, namely 14.8 percent. So, one could conclude that Belgium has a more serious poverty problem than the US. This conclusion is however put in perspective if one realizes that the poverty

Those that had supervision over the workplace during their last job, and those that own their home, have in most countries a lower risk of poverty.
line $z$ in the US was roughly 7,500 euro per year\(^5\), while that in Belgium was 9,324 euro. So the Belgian poverty line was almost 2,000 euro per year higher! The reason is that the US poverty line is an official poverty line which, unlike the Belgian one, is not based on median income. For comparison and pertaining to 1998, a poverty line equal to 50% median income in the US would equal no less than 11,517$ (Dang et al., 2006, Table 3, 18) and the pertaining poverty rate then would be 17.2 percent. The choice of the poverty line therefore has important consequences and comparing poverty rates between countries based on different poverty lines is, at best, quite risky\(^6\). Referring back to Figure 3, we can not say that the elderly in Spain are poor compared to, say, the Netherlands (although they likely are), but only that elderly in Spain are poor compared to the non-elderly. In that, the above measurement is less one of poverty but more of distribution of income.

The second additional comment starts by noting that the above discussion was based on just one, rather simple, indicator for financial poverty. It would take us too far to discuss all other kinds of income-based indicators, but we end this section by mentioning a more sophisticated income-based measure of poverty, namely the individual poverty gap, $(x-z)$ or $(x-z)/z$, reflecting the intensity of poverty among the poor. The SPC argues that, though poverty rates are generally higher among older people, older people in poverty generally have a lower intensity of poverty than the general population. Put differently, the income of older poor is closer to the poverty line compared to non-elderly poor. They attribute this to the minimum pension benefit, which also causes inequality to decrease between employment and retirement (Brown and Prus, 2006). Dekkers and Debels (2007) apply TIP curves to compare the poverty position of various young and elderly single and married individuals between the Netherlands and Belgium. The advantage of TIP curves in essence is that they comprise information from both the above measures of risk and intensity of poverty. They conclude as well that the difference between men and

\(^{5}\) 9827 dollar for those younger than 65, and 9060 US dollar for those of 65 and older. Exchange rate of 31/08/2006.
\(^{6}\) Spicker (2001, 156) discusses another problem pertaining to setting a poverty line in relation to median income. This implies that there are no circumstances in which more than 50 percent of the population can be considered poor, simply because at most 50 percent of the population can have an income below the median. Although it is unlikely to be a problem when measuring poverty in European countries, it still is an important but hidden assumption, which may have important consequences.
(especially single) women is more important than the difference between the retired and active age categories. This confirms the conclusion from the previous paragraph.

An income-based analysis of poverty at least suggests that the relation between old-age and poverty may be more complex than suggested by the above figures.

3. Multidimensional poverty and social exclusion

Is income everything? How do the above conclusions change when the measurement of poverty is extended to include non-monetary variables? Social exclusion as a concept appeared as a subject of debate in France in the 1960s, but it became widely used after the introduction of the Revenu Minimum d’Insertion (the national assistance law) in the 1980’s (Silver, 1994, in Jehoel-Gijsbers and Vrooman, 2008). It appeared on the EU’s policy agenda in the second half of the 1990s, after the Amsterdam Treaty of November 1997 that introduced the fight against social exclusion as a field where Europe should not stand idle (Dekkers and Legros, 2008). It is interesting that the concept of social exclusion, while having such an important impact on EU social policy, remains by itself undefined, probably to prevent heated discussions on that definition alone, so that efforts can concentrate on setting and comparing goals, and means to achieve these goals.

Recent developments in measuring multidimensional poverty use sociometric techniques to find latent dimensions underlying a wide range of unidimensional indicators. We are not going to discuss the results of all kinds of research here. Instead, and while not pretending to be exhaustive, we will concentrate on whether several recent studies find a relation between age or retirement status, and multidimensional poverty, social exclusion or related concepts.

In a remarkable study, Jehoel-Gijsbers and Vrooman (2008) measure social exclusion on three dimensions. The first is ‘material deprivation’, which includes arrears on mortgage or rent payments or various bills, experiencing housing costs or repayments as heavy burdens, (not) possessing various consumption goods and (not) affording basic needs,
such as heating, medical and dental treatments. Finally, the households report having trouble making ends meet. The second dimension is ‘inadequate access to social rights’, which includes inadequacy of housing, poor quality of the living environment, foregone medical care. The third dimension is ‘insufficient social participation’, which includes low frequency of social contacts and no membership of clubs or organisations, not being able to discuss personal matters with others, and not having trust in others. This classification is then applied to three multi-country datasets, the SILC, SHARE, and ESS. Then, the indices for the three dimensions are created using categorical principal components analysis. On the three dimensions, the same pattern emerges. For the two first dimensions, the position of the 55+ elderly in France is comparable with Belgium, Austria, Germany and Luxembourg, lower than in the Mediterranean countries, but higher than in Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands, and –surprisingly- higher than in the UK and Ireland. Only for the third dimension, low social participation, is the position of the elderly in France worse than the above-mentioned countries, and more close to the Mediterranean countries. This research is one of the few where regional differences are considered as well; for France, social exclusion in the region Nord-Pas de Calais (12%) contrast sharply with Île de France and Bassin de Paris (roughly 5%). This is roughly in line with Jamet (2007, 27), with Île de France as the main exception.

In general, the conclusion from the regional dispersion in the European countries is that elderly living in around the capital cities are better off (Brussels is the only exception), and those living in peripheral, economically weak or tourist regions, are worse off.

Comparison between age classes shows a clear difference between clusters of counties. In most countries including Belgium and France, the elderly are less materially deprived than the young. In Nordic countries, Germany and the UK, the elderly have significantly better access to social rights (housing and medical care). In the other Continental countries including France and Belgium, differences are not significant. In the Mediterranean and Eastern European countries, elderly have less access to social rights. The picture is less ambiguous when we consider social participation: in all countries, and therefore also in France and Belgium, the elderly are more socially excluded than the
young. When material deprivation and access to social rights are combined into one index of material poverty, (op. cit., Table 6, 39), age does not seem a statistically significant explanatory variable for belonging to the 10% most excluded elderly. It is only significantly negative in Germany, and positive in Italy. In contrast, having a bad perceived health has a strong and statistically significant impact in 24 of 26 countries under consideration (exceptions are Norway and Finland).

Tskakloglou and Papadopoulos (2002) combine the individual indicators describing income poverty, living conditions, necessities of life, and deprivations in social live into one index variable and assign a threshold. An individual is at risk of cumulative disadvantage if they are classified as deprived on at least two of these indicators. One is then socially excluded if one suffered from cumulative disadvantage at least twice during a period of three years. This percentage varies between 1.7 in the Netherlands, and 9.9 in Portugal, and is 2.6 in Belgium and 3.3 in France (op. cit., Table 3, 217). The probability of being observed into social exclusion is then regressed on explanatory variables, including whether or not at least one of the individuals in the household is 64 or over. This turns out to be a statistically significant explanatory variable in just 4 out of 12 countries (Spain, Greece, Ireland, and Portugal). For comparison, the self-assessed health variable is significant in all countries, save Belgium, Ireland, the UK, and the Netherlands.

Guio (2005) derives multidimensional material deprivation from the ECHP (a.o. France) as well as the EU-SILC (a.o. Belgium) dataset. Her measure concentrates on the material side of the matter. Using factor analysis, she discerns three dimensions: economic strain and enforced lack of durables, and characteristics of housing/dwelling. She finds a positive effect of age, and hence concludes that the elderly face a higher risk of deprivation than other groups, but mainly in the enforced lack of durables, and a bit in the negative description of housing. However, other characteristics such as living alone, or being financially poor, are much more important.
Dekkers (2004) also uses Factor Analysis to discern two dimensions of multidimensional material poverty, using the ECHP between 1996 and 2000, for 7 countries, including Belgium and France. His first dimension is ‘material position’ (including enforced lack of durables, debts, making ends meet,…). The second dimension describes the individuals’ housing conditions. Like was the case in the causes of financial poverty, he finds a small but significant *negative* effect of age on the probability of falling into multidimensional poverty. Dekkers (2008) confirms these conclusions for Belgium.

Alan Sue et. al. (2007) conclude that more Canadians report enjoying life more than before retirement than the converse. Furthermore, those that report that they do not enjoy life as much as prior to retirement more often cite health problems than economic problems. It may therefore be relevant to extend the analysis from only poverty to include health issues. This brings us to our next section of this paper.

### 4. Who cares about money, as long as you’re in good health?

So far, this paper has considered financial poverty and social exclusion of the elderly compared to the non-elderly. However, health and related concepts such as life-expectancy are aspects that cannot be ignored in this context. Life expectancy at birth has increased by some 8 years in EU countries between 1960 and 2000, equivalent to a gain of some 3 months per annum (EC, 2006, 27). Life expectancy at 65 for men ranges between 15.9 years in Denmark to 17.4 years in Sweden (17.2 years in France). For women, it is on average 3.5 years longer than for men, and ranges between 18.9 years in Denmark to 21.4 years in France (Eurostat, in EHEMU, 2006, Table 3, 9). However, only part of these years is passed in ‘good health’. The EHEMU study uses three approaches to ‘health’; self-rated or perceived health, morbidity and functional health. It then applies these approaches to the SHARE dataset of 2004. The following Figure 4 to Figure 6 show the expected years at age 65 by country, in good/fair/bad perceived health (Figure 4), with and without undiagnosed morbity (Figure 5), and with and without physical functional limitations (Figure 6). These figures show considerable differences in the number of years that one can live in good health after 65. Two broad conclusions can be
drawn. The first is that all three figures show that women have a higher life expectancy than men, but they clearly have a worse health than men: they have less expected years in good health than men (Figure 4), they live shorter without morbidity (Figure 5) and have less expected years without physical functional limitations (Figure 6). These differences are mostly proportional (i.e. relative to life expectancy), but in some countries and health variables even absolute (i.e. in number of years)! Indeed, Figure 6 of the EHEMU report shows that women in many European countries including France report lower years without physical functional limitations after 65. The second broad conclusion from the above figures is that there is a consistent North-South gradient through Europe for all 3 indicators (see also Börsch-Supan, 2007, 17).

Now poor health is clearly correlated with lower labour force participation, but differences in health do not explain differences between countries in retirement (see Blanchet and Debrand (2007), Barnay and Debrand (2006). Instead, this seems to be determined by institutional differences.

Kalwij and Vermeulen (2005) also describe health differences in Europe using the SHARE. About 15% of the individuals aged 50-64 ever had a “severe” condition, such as a heart condition, a stroke, cancer or Parkinson. This is the highest in Belgium (17.5%) and the lowest in Switzerland (9.8%). In France, this is about 14%. More than 60% of the sample ever had a “mild” condition7 (including high blood pressure, diabetes, arthritis, etc.), and the extremes are again Belgium (68%) and Switzerland (roughly 46%). In France, this is about 62%. They show that various health-related variables have a negative impact on the labour market participation of older workers in different countries. A remarkable exception are men in France; Kalwij and Vermeulen do not find a statistically significant relation between any health variable and labour market participation of men in France. For French women, there is a significant effect of having a severe health condition and a smaller significant effect of being obese on labour market activity.

---

7 The classification ‘severe’ and ‘mild’ are chosen by the authors. See Kalwij and Vermeulen, 2005, page 5.
Figure 4: expected years in good, fair and bad perceived health at age 65 by country

Source: EHEMU (2006), Figure 1A, page 11 (data: Eurostat and SHARE 2004).

Figure 5: expected years with and without undiagnosed morbidity, at age 65 by country

Source: EHEMU (2006), Figure 2A, page 13. (data: Eurostat and SHARE 2004) This variable contains 12 separate health conditions, including pain in the back, or joints, heart trouble, difficulties in breathing, persistent cough, swollen legs, sleeping problems, falling down, blackouts, intestine problems, incontinence.

Figure 6: expected years with and without physical functional limitations, at age 65 by country

Source: EHEMU (2006), Figure 4A, page 17. (data: Eurostat and SHARE 2004) This includes difficulties in walking 100 metres, sitting for 2 hours, getting up from a chair, climbing stairs, kneeling or crouching, pulling, pushing or lifting objects or weights, picking up a small coin.
For men in Belgium, there is a negative effect of having a severe health condition on labour market participation. For women in Belgium, there is no statistically significant effect of any health condition, including severe and mild health condition. Nevertheless, the combined effect of age and especially level of education seems to outweigh the effect of health in most countries.

In their study on the impact of health on labour market participation, Blanchet and Debrand (2007) do not include psychological health variables. A possible reason for this is that the causal relation between labour force participation is ambiguous at best. Nevertheless, their study might be missing part of the picture because Kalwij and Vermeulen (2005) show that no less than roughly 20% of the sample aged between 50 and 64 suffers from at least 3 mental health symptoms, such depression, suicidality or guilt. Extremes are France (roughly 31%) and Germany (15.2%). These psychological health variables affect labour market participation in Denmark, the Netherlands, Spain and Sweden for men, and Germany and Sweden for women. Furthermore, Dekkers (2008) shows that psychological health variables constitute the only within-household dimension of poverty.

5. The elderly, wealth and housing.

The life cycle model predicts borrowing prior to labour market entry, wealth accumulation during the working life, and dissaving in retirement. The transition into retirement comes with several puzzles (Browning and Crossley, 2001). Apparently similar households reach retirement with very different wealth levels, and a proportion of households arrive at retirement with wealth levels to low to maintain material living standards. This however may be explained by extending the notion of wealth to include housing, entitlements to social security and occupational pensions. So people may choose to save less because they expect to receive a benefit from a public or private pension scheme, or from the value of their house. Nevertheless, undersaving may also be involuntary. Engen et. al., (2004), report that the 25 percent of the population with the lowest lifetime earnings save much less than optimal in terms of wealth allocation.
Reductions in social security pensions therefore could have deleterious effects on the adequacy of saving among these low-income households.

Short and Ruggles (2004) include the effect of financial assets and debts on poverty in the US. This introduces an age effect. The elderly have more assets and fewer debts, so their poverty risk decreases when the balance of assets is taken into account. The risk of poverty of specifically married non-elderly increases. Haveman (2006, in Sierminska et. al., 2007) however concludes that, even when wealth is taken into account, low-educated, single non-working individuals seem deprived. If we generalize the conclusion of Short and Ruggles (2004), then the differences in poverty risk presented in the first paragraph would be wrong, in that the poverty risk of the old is lower than predicted, whereas the poverty risk of the young is higher. However, the study of Short and Ruggles pertains mainly to the situation in the US, of which we know that the impact of private financial wealth is more important than in Europe (Sierminska et. al., 2007).

Williamson and Smeeding (2004) examine the change in the mix of income that older adults receive as they age, and this for five OECD countries. They conclude that property income has a small contribution to income in later life. Nevertheless, in countries where the level of social security benefits is lower (US and UK), they can make a difference. Finally, Sierminska et. al. (2007) argue that the effects of housing on consumption generally are smaller than that of financial wealth. Using a house for reverse annuity mortgages and home equity loans is a recent phenomenon which is not yet widespread in the US and almost inexistent in other countries. Fischer et. al. (2007) confirm this for the US, but argue that the US in this is an anomaly because in other countries, home ownership decreases with age. So, they conclude that this ‘consuming the house’ is more popular outside the US. Van der Schors et. al. (2007) discuss the same issue for the Netherlands. They argue that this decrease is not an age effect, as Fischer and colleagues seem to assume, but a cohort effect. Thus, the decrease of home-ownership with age does not mean that housing is substituted for consumption, but that consecutive cohorts have increasing ownership rates.
6. Back to pensions: a quick glance into the future

Börsch-Supan (2007) suggests that the size of social expenditures depends among other things on incentive effects that create an expanded demand for social expenditures towards the elderly. This has been a problem in Europe, because there is plenty of literature to show that the incentives to retire as early as possible are or were common in European pension systems\(^8\). This is why many countries have reformed their pension systems in order to improve its financial sustainability. A common trend in Europe is that replacement rates are on the decline, while second pillar pension are not (yet) stepping in the void, and certainly not for low-earnings workers.

Zaidi et. al. (2006) discern parametric and structural reforms. The former have been undertaken by all EU25 countries, and include changing contribution rates, income thresholds, the minimum number of contributions or contribution years. Parametric changes on the benefit side include changes on the retirement age, the indexation or uprating of pensions, or altering pensionable earnings. In some countries, parametric reforms preceded systematic reforms. The latter can again be subdivided into two groups: implementing a NDC (Italy, Sweden, and –for the first pension pillar- Latvia and Poland), and developing a funded second pillar (many new member states such as the Czech republic, the Slovak republic, Poland, Hungary, and old member states as Sweden and Belgium). The paper claims that a comparison of pension spending projections of the EPC in 2001 with those of 2006 shows that reform in 5 years have managed to cut back more than a third of the impact of ageing, and this despite the fact that the magnitude of the ageing process has increased (footnote 2, page 2). Zaidi et al. (op.cit.) project that the benefit ratio will fall by more than 20% on average over the next 50 years. This decline ranges between 1% in Spain, and 57% in Poland, and is 23% in France and 7% in Belgium (table 3, p. 19). The paper then enters into a preliminary and very prudent simulation of effects of these reforms on poverty. It plots the risk of poverty against public pension generosity (Figure 1 to 3, page 49-50). This relation is of course negative and stronger for women than for men, because women less often work and have fewer

---

\(^8\) See e.g. Gruber and Wise (2004) for a discussion.
other sources of income after retirement. Furthermore, it is stronger for older pensioners, because of the larger lag between their pensions and earnings. The countries where generosity is to decline significantly, obviously would see the poverty risk increase, especially after 2025 (see Table 17, 52). The increase of the poverty risk rate would be limited in Belgium, but rates would almost double in France, Italy, Latvia and Sweden. The next figure shows some results for a selection of countries.

**Figure 7: the development of the risk of poverty of the 65+ population.**

The authors however note that these projections are only indicative. A more scrutinized attempt to project poverty rates, is the project by Dekkers et. al. for Belgium, Germany and Italy. They develop a dynamic microsimulation model, designed to assess the consequences of AWG demographic and economic projections and assumptions on the adequacy of pensions. The below Figure 8 presents results in terms of the risk of poverty of pension beneficiaries, earnings recipients and mixed households for Belgium. This development in Belgium can partially be explained by some technical characteristics pertaining to data problems.
Figure 8: at risk of poverty for pension recipients relative to other groups in Belgium

Source: Dekkers et.al., 2008.

Figure 9: at risk of poverty for pension recipients relative to other groups in Italy

Source: MIDAS Italy - own calculations.
For the largest part, however, it is the result of proportional changes in household composition (two-earner households relative to one-earner households), the linkage between wages and pensions (in conjunction with changing average age of pensioners), and –especially for women- increasing labour market participation. For comparison, Figure 9 contains the comparable figure for Italy.

The incidence of poverty among households receiving only pension benefits increases in Italy. This is because benefits are no longer indexed to wage growth in the NDC.

7. Conclusions

The question whether the elderly run a higher risk of poverty than the active population, does not seem to be an easy one to answer. When the ‘risk of financial poverty’ of the elderly is compared to that of the active population, then the answer is univocally ‘yes’ for Belgium and for anglo-saxon and southern-European member states, but ‘no’ for new member states (at least in the years of which data is available).

Furthermore, controlling for other factors in most cases reduces age-related variables to non-significance in most countries. Finally, there are indicators that not including financial wealth in the assessment may overestimate the poverty risk of the elderly. Property income, finally, may have a limited impact on the position of the elderly, but this might change in the future.

If poverty is approached as ‘material deprivation’, then the position of the elderly is the same or even better than that of the active population. Only in terms of social participation are the elderly in a more problematic situation.

This paper also considers the health position of the elderly. The broad conclusions are that there seems evidence of a North-South gradient within Europe, and that women – although having a higher life-expectancy- have a worse health than men.

On the whole, the conclusion seems that the hypothesis that the elderly are generally in a vulnerable position is not justified by the data. It seems that (other specific) groups, such
as women and the oldest old, are the categories of concern. Furthermore, differences between countries are more important than differences between age categories over countries.
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